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form trade unions, and what should be the rights of such com-
binations as against the State? There were well over half a
mi&ioTifoncttonnaires by 1906. The elementary school-teachers
and postal and telegraph workers, especially, voiced grievances
against the terms of their employment. Associations among
State employees had been legalized by the Associations Law of
1901. But the teachers wanted to make these associations into
full trade unions and join the C.G.T. Their immediate griev-
ances concerned the conditions of promotion, and they accused
the authorities of discrimination against Socialists. They were
joined by the lesser civil servants, who complained that within
the service wage scales, promotion and terms of service were
chaotic, and that political influence was rampant. The cabinet
or personal staff of each minister grew in size and was recruited
from aspiring young politicians appointed as much to oblige
other politicians as on personal merit. When the minister went
out of office these proteges were often planted out in the
higher ranks of the bureaucracy. The professional fonctionnaires
demanded legal definition of their rights, security of status, and
abolition of arbitrary powers within the hierarchy. A civil
service career was open not to talents so much as to political
graft. Here \vas a fine Republican cry—against discrimination,
favouritism, arbitrary power—raised from within the very
heart of the State itself. Radical governments had to listen,
however responsible the Radicals themselves had been for
producing this state of affairs.
But Clemenceau, then Prime Minister, took a stubborn
stand against these demands. He refused to admit £an anony-
mous organization of irresponsible fonctionnaires which . . .
would deprive the Chamber of control over the government'.
His attitude led to the general strike of 1909. The conflict was
won by Clemenceau and the Chamber: but at the cost of split-
ting Radicals from Socialists, and frustrating all the rest of his
programme of social reforms. The immediate grievances of the
strikers were answered: but they were granted no 'Statute of
Fonctionnaires* defining their status, as they had desired. In the
event, parliamentary sovereignty was once again asserted, this
time over its own employees.

